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PEDRO VALLS
Music for Double Bass and Piano

Leon Bosch - Double Bass
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano



Gran Teatro Orchestra, in the Orchestra Pau Casals as Pedro Valls, 1869 - 1935
well as composing music, a Method for the double Those interested in the music and life of Bottesini soon 
bass, and teaching at the Liceu Conservatoire. He discover how well-travelled he was as a performer and 
taught Antoni Torello, who became principal bassist in soloist on the double bass, composer of operas and 
Philadelphia under Stokowski and first bass professor conductor. After having travelled and performed as far 
at the Curtis Institute. Torello's student Roger Scott, afield as Havana in Cuba in the late 1840s, Bottesini 
was also professor there and he in turn taught Thomaswas director at the newly opened Teatro de Liceu in 
Martin.Barcelona, between 1863 - 67. 

There are distinct features of Valls' The story of Spanish double bassist 
craft that make his music enduring Pedro Valls must start with 
and authentic. The music on this Bottesini's legacy from his time in 
CD is true to Romantic, virtuosic Barcelona, main city of Catalunya 
instrumental writing for the Salon, and close to Sabadell, the 
which made use of a flourishing birthplace of Valls. This CD 
operatic language. The colour of certainly pays homage to Bottesini, 
Valls' compositions comes from a as Pedro Valls' mature composition 
sensibility to 'bel canto' but attests in the title, 'Homenaje a 
remains true and idiomatic to local Bottesini.' Here Valls' inspiration is 
song forms. The second fantasia, 'II to the craft of virtuoso double bass 
Fantasia para Contrabajo' displays playing and like the most satisfying 
this within the choice of theme for 'Homages', the voice of the inspired 
variation. Rather than employing a is also very present. As you will 
famous theme originating in Grand discover, the music carries an 
Opera as Bottesini did, Valls uses a authentic voice. The lasting colour 
less grand and expansive theme but and honesty of Valls' music will be 
wholly authentic to his known enjoyed, perhaps its re-discovery 
idiom, a theme reminiscent of means more of Valls' pieces will 
Zarzuela and local song.enter into familiar double bass 

repertoire. In tracking down the 
Changing characterisation is music for this CD, Leon Bosch 

controlled in the timing and lengths of sections are followed the path of Valls' own legacy, comparing 
skilfully balanced and satisfying in the music. Again manuscript sources of his compositions from 
this skill could be in Valls' blood as quite typical of the Barcelona to Philadelphia. 
pacing and formal development of Spanish styles of 
music with which Valls would have been very Like Bottesini forty years earlier, Valls had travelled 
familiar. Soledad, the Capricho Andaluz, contains a from the 'Old' World to the 'New', Valls travelled to 
further notable balance between vocal line and dance. Argentina as a young man in his twenties, where he 

continued his studies on the double bass with José 
'II Fantasia' opens with a solo voice displaying the Rovéda, a student of Bottesini. On his return to 
poise and formal introduction of a bullfighter, torero, Barcelona Valls spent his life performing as part of the 

 

into the ring - which is not too far-fetched to imagine. Elizabeth Bradley talks to Leon Bosch
Barcelona's last remaining bull-ring, Plaza de Toros is 
closing in 2012, a century later, as Catalunyans Until very recently Pedro Valls was a composer of 
recently voted to end bullfighting. The variations solo double bass music far less frequently 
leave the bull-ring and enter the theatre and concert performed or even practised than others, so Leon, 
world, and the piece ends with a final which seems to how did you discover the music of Pedro Valls, 
include the audience as witnesses to the whole virtuosic double bassist and composer?
spectacle.

In June 2009 I heard Thomas Martin perform Suite 
Between his early Introduction and Tarantella and Andaluza in a recital at the convention of The 
mature Homenaje, were composed two suites of International Society of Bassists. 
music, the Cuatro Juguetes and Andaluzian Suite. In I had obliquely heard the name of Pedro Valls before, 
these one hears particularly idiomatic writing for the but it really didn't mean much to me at that time. Tom's 
solo voice of the double bass as Valls chose beautiful performance was my first experience of hearing Pedro 
and inventive use of harmonics and high tessitura for Valls' music and there were certain things I loved 
the colourful melodic writing. Valls' creative use of about both the music and indeed Tom's performance. 
harmonics is very imaginative and ornamentally alive, Elements of the music remained embedded in my 
as can be heard in the variations of 'Homenaje a unconscious memory, periodically bubbling to the 
Bottesini', and also in the melodic ornamentation of surface. 
the Minuetto. A few months later I felt compelled to try to find the 

music and it soon became apparent that this was going 
A further influence on Valls was music of local 'Cobla' to be a little more complicated than I had at first 
bands which feature the declamative, reedy sounds of envisaged, but writing a few letters and e-mails and 
'tenora', an oboe-type of instrument which is surely ringing round did the trick. 'Clivis Publications' with 
important to his writing for high double bass, not only the help of their editor Christopher Rahn had 
for melodic shape and bravura but also in the quality of published Romança, Suite Andaluza, the Four 
sound. Piano accompaniments are certainly not Juguetes, the Grand Introduction and Tarantella and 
complex, but their clarity of texture, clear open also the Grand Concert Obligat.
octaves, let the bass voice ring through. The more 
meditative Romança was a melody first performed by At this point you also discovered the third Fantasia 
Pablo Casals. or 'Homenaje a Bottesini' and learnt that there 

were many other pieces including the Humoreska?
These qualities in Valls' compositions do create a 
lasting impression. Where he is true to his roots, for Yes, I was really excited to discover that there were 
instance composing a Zapateado, there is at the end of many more pieces for double bass and piano, enough 
this piece a final instrumental flourish which could be to contemplate recording a CD! 'Homenaje' and its 
by Bottesini. Perhaps a tribute that even when writing connection to Bottesini was the piece that most fired 
in a particular Spanish manner, a Zapateado rather my imagination, and I soon began a very productive 
than another Tarantella, Valls does not forget a sincere correspondence with Christoph Rahn and Elisenda 
source of his inspiration. Climent at Clivis. 
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They were both delighted that I was taking an interest The second Fantasia presented the same dilemma, in 
in Pedro Valls’ music and were tremendously helpful, the Barcelona version most of the variations are 
allowing me to have copies of some Valls' pieces that missing, with virtually everything crossed out after the 
have yet to be published, amongst these the Second theme. The Curtis version likewise has many 
Fantasia, and 'Homenaje a Bottesini' of course, as well alterations, and the double bass and piano parts are 
as the Humoreska for unaccompanied double bass. also in themselves hugely contradictory. 
Manuscripts of these are held in the Valls Family 
collection and differ in some respects from other Reconciling these differences was therefore 
sources, most notably from The Curtis and Liceu paramount.
collections. I spent quite some time trying to get in 
touch with someone/anyone at the Curtis Institute of How did you carry out this detective work?
Music in Philadelphia, and my efforts were richly 
rewarded when I finally managed to speak directly to Here I am hugely indebted to Carl Hinde, an ex-
Elizabeth Walker, the head librarian there. She was student of mine: he is not only a gifted and dedicated 
extraordinarily helpful and within a matter of seconds double bass player, but is also an extraordinary 
of speaking to her I was looking at the inventory of the ‘forensic musicologist’. 
Torello bequest, and a few days later I finally held in We examined all the material available to us in 
my hands copies of the manuscripts of all the Valls excruciating detail and arrived at certain inescapable 
compositions from that incredible collection. conclusions, to us at least. 

The first was that the crossings out in some of the 
I have since then, in addition to recording this disc, scores were NOT in the hand of Pedro Valls, but were 
performed the Four Juguetes at the 'Bass2010' most likely expedient alterations made by Torello 
Convention in Berlin, and given performances of himself. The second challenge was to correct a 
Pedro Valls' music in London and on BBC Radio 3. number of inaccuracies, most notably wrong notes, in 

both the Second Fantasia and 'Homenaje'. These 
My mission is however far from complete, there is errors, whilst not initially apparent became terribly 
much more to do! obvious as I prepared the pieces for performance and 

recording, and some only revealed themselves to the 
How did you decide from these different sources ears of our producer, Susanne Stanzeleit, during the 
which to follow? actual recording!

I soon realised that the manuscripts from the Torello Carl and I are firmly of the opinion that our version of 
bequest differed in subtle and sometimes significant the Second and Third Fantasias is true to the original 
ways from those in Barcelona. intentions of Pedro Valls.
In the 'Homenaje' for example, variation two is 
omitted completely from the source in Barcelona, Composers in Valls' day used 'suono reale' to 
whilst remaining unaltered in the Curtis version. After notate the solo bass line, or 'true pitch' (not 
much agonising I decided that the exceptional quality transposed by an octave as is usual nowadays), this 
of the variation, amongst other things, merited its could be open to interpretation. Did you as 
inclusion, but more about that later. performer decide to make some of your own? 

Since Valls death (and Torello's) the only piece Did playing Valls' music present different 
promoted to any significant degree is the Suite challenges to playing Bottesini?
Andaluza, but many performances have in my view 
been inconsistent with Valls' intentions. Performers The challenges inherent in the music of Pedro Valls are 
don't always respect the octaves and in most in principal no different from those in Bottesini: they 
contemporary performances and indeed recordings, were after all both virtuoso instrumentalists and 
transpositions appear to have been motivated by devoted exponents of the 'bel canto' style. 
technical, rather than musical considerations. 

The distinctive and invigorating challenge in Valls' 
In the theme of the 'Homenaje' for example Torello music however, is the instinctive and uniquely 
appears to have marked some phrases down an octave Spanish ingredient. 
and I presume that 'ossia' such as these, which litter the 
Curtis scores, are now used as untenable justification Resolving Valls' musical and technical challenges, 
for liberal and ad hoc transpositions. I have chosen to like those in the music of Bottesini, requires incisive 
play everything in 'Homenaje' at the higher octave and analysis, guided by the purest of musical intentions. 
have also pursued the very same logic throughout the 
disc. Valls writes for the harmonics in quite a different 

way to Bottesini?
You said you discovered many compositions?

Yes, Valls uses harmonics in a much more extravagant 
Yes, it was a real pleasure discovering this music. The and idiosyncratic way. 
Clivis publications are a fantastic contribution to the 
double bass world, but I above all enjoyed getting to The Minuetto, Canto de la Vieja and Capricho Gavotta 
grips with the manuscripts of the pieces that have not are almost exclusively in harmonics, whilst Soledad 
yet been published. too contains an extended section in harmonics. Valls' 

mastery of the instrument naturally has its origins in 
There are however, in addition to the repertoire we've the Bottesini method but there are certain uniquely 
recorded here, a number of other pieces that I still wish Valls quirks, all of which only finally made sense to 
to perform and record, amongst these the First me when I saw the instrument he played on. 
Fantasia, affectionately referred to as the Andante con 
variaciones, the exceptionally charming Humoreska It is a smallish guitar shaped instrument by Guillami 
for unaccompanied double bass and the Gran Concert with sloping shoulders and a relatively long 
Obligat of course. fingerboard. All the harmonics consequently fall 

much more easily under the hand and the very high 
There must however be even more of Valls' double passagework in a piece like the 'Romança' for 
bass compositions crying out for attention? He is after example, instantly becomes much more accessible.
all credited with an output exceeding 50 compositions 
and it would be particularly gratifying to find some 
chamber music of his which includes the double bass! 
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You say that you thought about recording this disc The South African-born virtuoso double bassist Leon 
on a Spanish double bass? Bosch is one of today's most versatile and imaginative 

artists. His wide-ranging interests have taken him in 
Yes, Spanish made double basses, most notably those many directions, all of which have fed into a unique 
by Guillami, appear to have been the instruments of career and helped to establish his international 
choice for Pedro Valls, Torello, and other eminent reputation as an outstanding musician. In addition to a 
Spanish double bassists and I began to think that using high-profile orchestral life – he is currently principal 
one of these would give my recording a more authentic double bass of the Academy of St Martin in the Fields 
voice. My subsequent research into Spanish luthiers – he is sought after as a chamber musician, recitalist, 
led me on a truly fascinating voyage of discovery, concerto soloist, teacher and programmer. In addition 
taking in Altimira, Parramon, Contreras and Guillami, he has built up a varied portfolio of commissions and 
amongst others, along the way. I also learnt that many world premieres and is developing a recording 
of these instruments made their way to Latin America catalogue of an unusually diverse repertoire.

thduring the latter part of the 19  century, along with the 
Born in Cape Town, though now a British citizen, he Spanish school of bass playing, and you will no doubt 
graduated from the University of Cape Town before remember that Pedro Valls himself went to Argentina 
continuing his studies at the Royal Northern College to further his studies! 
of Music in Manchester, gaining distinction in the 
Professional Performance Diploma. The recipient of Pressure of time unfortunately proved to be the critical 
many prizes, he quickly found his vocation. Since factor that militated against my wish to use a 
1984, when he made his London solo debut with the Guillaume for this recording and I ultimately used my 
Philharmonia Orchestra, he has appeared as a concerto Landolfi, an instrument which I am confident Valls 
soloist with many distinguished musicians, including would have loved.
Pinchas Zukerman, Sir Charles Groves and Nicholas © Elizabeth Bradley March 2011
Kraemer, and as a guest principal and performer with 
leading orchestras and ensembles. 

As an award-winning recitalist he has been invited to 
play at festivals and music clubs throughout the UK 
and in the USA, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Bulgaria, Acknowledgement:
Ireland, South Africa and Zimbabwe. Collaborations Coincidence introduced me to a new friend over lunch 
are a central part of Leon Bosch's work and highlights in London. A friend born, like me, in ‘Apartheid’ 
of his chamber music partnerships have included South Africa, who wanted to help make these 
engagements with the Lindsay, Belcea and Brodsky recordings possible – he claims to know little about 
String Quartets, I Musicanti, the Academy of St music, but understands dreams and ambitions. I wish 
Martin in the Fields Chamber Ensemble and the therefore to thank him sincerely, for his 
Moscow Virtuosi as well as fruitful associations with encouragement and generous material support, 
such pianists as Maria João Pires, Mikhail Rudy, without which my artistic dreams would remain just 
Vladimir Ovchinikov, Peter Donohoe, Martin Roscoe that, dreams. - Leon Bosch
and, most recently on CD, Sung-Suk Kang. 

His innovative approach to music-making and his Sung-Suk Kang
commitment to the double bass – his enthusiasm for The pianist Sung-Suk Kang presents a unique blend of 
his instrument communicated fluently both from the elegance, sensitivity and determination, resulting 
platform and through teaching, examining and from a synthesis of Asian philosophy and European 
adjudicating – have done much to raise the profile of culture.
the instrument. His formidable technique and keen 
musicianship, combined with his artistic vision, have At the age of five, she had her first piano lesson in 
enabled him to carve a remarkable niche in the musical Seoul. She received her professional training at The 
world. Royal Northern College of Music in England where 

she studied with Derrick Wyndham, later at the 
On the borders of, and beyond, the classical arena Fachhochschule für Musik in Vienna with Paul 
Leon Bosch has contributed to recording tracks of Badura-Skoda, as well as in various master classes 
such pop artists as Madonna, Robbie Williams, held by Perlemuter, Kalichstein, Aronovsky, Rogé, 
Michael Jackson and Björk while his constantly and at the Banff Centre for Arts in Alberta, Canada.
expanding horizons have led him to explore 
challenging and little-known music for double bass In acknowledgement of her artistic talent, Sung-Suk 
both in live performance and on disc. He has been Kang won 1st Prize and the Schumann Prize for best 
responsible for a number of important first performance at the International Competition in 
performances including Pueblo, a commission from Macugnaga, Italy. On the occasion of commemorating 
John McCabe, several works by Allan Stephenson and the 200th anniversary of Mozart's death, Sung-Suk 
music by the South African composers Hendrik Kang was invited to the “Carinthischer Sommer” 
Hofmeyr and Paul Hanmer. where she performed a duet with Paul Badura-Skoda. 

Furthermore, she has opened concert seasons of many 
Complementing his contribution to a clutch of different music associations in Europe.
chamber music recordings is a solo discography 
embracing virtuoso repertoire, albums of British, Her concert activities as soloist and chamber musician 
Russian and Hungarian repertoire, and on have taken her to numerous concert halls in Austria, 
forthcoming releases, music by Allan Stephenson, France, England, Italy, The Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Pedro Valls and the brilliant Italian bassist Domenico Ireland, Korea, Singapore and Canada and she has also 
Dragonetti. been involved in several radio and TV productions for 

RTE in Ireland, the Austrian ORF and the Italian RAI.
As well as his deep immersion in all aspects of musical 
life in the United Kingdom, Leon Bosch is a graduate CD productions include recordings as soloist with 
of the University of Salford in Intelligence and works by Mozart, Chopin, Brahms, Debussy and 
International Relations. He lives on the outskirts of Satie; of particular note are performances of piano 
London with his wife and two sons. concertos KV 466 in D-minor and KV 491 in C-minor 

by W.A. Mozart with the Praha Mozart Orchestra, also 
the KV 175 piano concerto in D-Major and the Rondo 

www.leonbosch.co.uk with Variations KV 382 by W.A. Mozart, and the 4th 
Piano Concerto 0p.70 in D-minor by Anton 
Rubinstein on the MMO label, New York, USA.

www.sungsuk-kang.com
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artists. His wide-ranging interests have taken him in 
Yes, Spanish made double basses, most notably those many directions, all of which have fed into a unique 
by Guillami, appear to have been the instruments of career and helped to establish his international 
choice for Pedro Valls, Torello, and other eminent reputation as an outstanding musician. In addition to a 
Spanish double bassists and I began to think that using high-profile orchestral life – he is currently principal 
one of these would give my recording a more authentic double bass of the Academy of St Martin in the Fields 
voice. My subsequent research into Spanish luthiers – he is sought after as a chamber musician, recitalist, 
led me on a truly fascinating voyage of discovery, concerto soloist, teacher and programmer. In addition 
taking in Altimira, Parramon, Contreras and Guillami, he has built up a varied portfolio of commissions and 
amongst others, along the way. I also learnt that many world premieres and is developing a recording 
of these instruments made their way to Latin America catalogue of an unusually diverse repertoire.

thduring the latter part of the 19  century, along with the 
Born in Cape Town, though now a British citizen, he Spanish school of bass playing, and you will no doubt 
graduated from the University of Cape Town before remember that Pedro Valls himself went to Argentina 
continuing his studies at the Royal Northern College to further his studies! 
of Music in Manchester, gaining distinction in the 
Professional Performance Diploma. The recipient of Pressure of time unfortunately proved to be the critical 
many prizes, he quickly found his vocation. Since factor that militated against my wish to use a 
1984, when he made his London solo debut with the Guillaume for this recording and I ultimately used my 
Philharmonia Orchestra, he has appeared as a concerto Landolfi, an instrument which I am confident Valls 
soloist with many distinguished musicians, including would have loved.
Pinchas Zukerman, Sir Charles Groves and Nicholas © Elizabeth Bradley March 2011
Kraemer, and as a guest principal and performer with 
leading orchestras and ensembles. 

As an award-winning recitalist he has been invited to 
play at festivals and music clubs throughout the UK 
and in the USA, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Bulgaria, Acknowledgement:
Ireland, South Africa and Zimbabwe. Collaborations Coincidence introduced me to a new friend over lunch 
are a central part of Leon Bosch's work and highlights in London. A friend born, like me, in ‘Apartheid’ 
of his chamber music partnerships have included South Africa, who wanted to help make these 
engagements with the Lindsay, Belcea and Brodsky recordings possible – he claims to know little about 
String Quartets, I Musicanti, the Academy of St music, but understands dreams and ambitions. I wish 
Martin in the Fields Chamber Ensemble and the therefore to thank him sincerely, for his 
Moscow Virtuosi as well as fruitful associations with encouragement and generous material support, 
such pianists as Maria João Pires, Mikhail Rudy, without which my artistic dreams would remain just 
Vladimir Ovchinikov, Peter Donohoe, Martin Roscoe that, dreams. - Leon Bosch
and, most recently on CD, Sung-Suk Kang. 

His innovative approach to music-making and his Sung-Suk Kang
commitment to the double bass – his enthusiasm for The pianist Sung-Suk Kang presents a unique blend of 
his instrument communicated fluently both from the elegance, sensitivity and determination, resulting 
platform and through teaching, examining and from a synthesis of Asian philosophy and European 
adjudicating – have done much to raise the profile of culture.
the instrument. His formidable technique and keen 
musicianship, combined with his artistic vision, have At the age of five, she had her first piano lesson in 
enabled him to carve a remarkable niche in the musical Seoul. She received her professional training at The 
world. Royal Northern College of Music in England where 

she studied with Derrick Wyndham, later at the 
On the borders of, and beyond, the classical arena Fachhochschule für Musik in Vienna with Paul 
Leon Bosch has contributed to recording tracks of Badura-Skoda, as well as in various master classes 
such pop artists as Madonna, Robbie Williams, held by Perlemuter, Kalichstein, Aronovsky, Rogé, 
Michael Jackson and Björk while his constantly and at the Banff Centre for Arts in Alberta, Canada.
expanding horizons have led him to explore 
challenging and little-known music for double bass In acknowledgement of her artistic talent, Sung-Suk 
both in live performance and on disc. He has been Kang won 1st Prize and the Schumann Prize for best 
responsible for a number of important first performance at the International Competition in 
performances including Pueblo, a commission from Macugnaga, Italy. On the occasion of commemorating 
John McCabe, several works by Allan Stephenson and the 200th anniversary of Mozart's death, Sung-Suk 
music by the South African composers Hendrik Kang was invited to the “Carinthischer Sommer” 
Hofmeyr and Paul Hanmer. where she performed a duet with Paul Badura-Skoda. 

Furthermore, she has opened concert seasons of many 
Complementing his contribution to a clutch of different music associations in Europe.
chamber music recordings is a solo discography 
embracing virtuoso repertoire, albums of British, Her concert activities as soloist and chamber musician 
Russian and Hungarian repertoire, and on have taken her to numerous concert halls in Austria, 
forthcoming releases, music by Allan Stephenson, France, England, Italy, The Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Pedro Valls and the brilliant Italian bassist Domenico Ireland, Korea, Singapore and Canada and she has also 
Dragonetti. been involved in several radio and TV productions for 

RTE in Ireland, the Austrian ORF and the Italian RAI.
As well as his deep immersion in all aspects of musical 
life in the United Kingdom, Leon Bosch is a graduate CD productions include recordings as soloist with 
of the University of Salford in Intelligence and works by Mozart, Chopin, Brahms, Debussy and 
International Relations. He lives on the outskirts of Satie; of particular note are performances of piano 
London with his wife and two sons. concertos KV 466 in D-minor and KV 491 in C-minor 

by W.A. Mozart with the Praha Mozart Orchestra, also 
the KV 175 piano concerto in D-Major and the Rondo 

www.leonbosch.co.uk with Variations KV 382 by W.A. Mozart, and the 4th 
Piano Concerto 0p.70 in D-minor by Anton 
Rubinstein on the MMO label, New York, USA.

www.sungsuk-kang.com
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Also Available on Meridian

Leon Bosch - Double Bass
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano
I Musicanti

The British Double Bass
Lennox Berkeley
Alan Bush
David Ellis
Gordon Jacob
Elisabeth Lutyens
Elizabeth Maconchy
John McCabe
Thomas Pitfield
Alfred Reynolds
John Walton 
 

Lisa Nelsen - flute
Melanie Ragge - Oboe
Neyire Ashworth - Clarinet
Meyrick Alexander - Bassoon
Stephen Stirling - French Horn
with Julian Jacobson - Piano

Giovanni Bottesini
1821-1889

Leon Bosch - Double Bass
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Virtuoso Double Bass

Giovanni Bottesini
1821-1889

Leon Bosch - Double Bass
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Virtuoso 

Vol. 2

Double Bass

The Hungarian 
Double Bass

Leon Bosch - Double Bass 
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Zoltán Kodály
Lajos Montag
Franz Liszt
Béla Bartók
Jenő Takács
Pál Járdányi
Ferenc Farkas
Vilmos Montag
Elisabeth Eszlary
 

Leon Bosch - Double Bass     
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Glière   
Koussevitzky   
Rachmaninoff   
Shostakovich   
Rubinstein
Glinka   
  

The Russian                
Double Bass

A really splendid and winningly 
performed recital. 
Bosch now has a select but alpha 
level discography to his name.

Jonathan Woolf 
musicweb-international

Leon Bosch demonstrates a natural 
affinity with Bottesini's bravura 
style. His performances combine 
sonorous, lyrical, exquisitely 
nuanced playing with a remarkable 
command of the instrument's bravura 
potential.

Robin Stowell
The Strad

Everyone will find  considerable 
pleasure in the sincere and highly 
accomplished playing here on 
display.

Rob Barnett 
musicweb-international

Bosch allows the music of Russian 
composers to be revealed in its 
visceral power, passionate honesty, 
and purity of artistic intent.

Jeremy Baguyos
Bass World

Leon Bosch, the double bass player, 
whose feats of virtuosity would have 
made the shades of Koussevitzky 
and Eugene Cruft positively blanch 
in astonishment.

Jonathan Woolf 
musicweb-international
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Recorded by Richard Hughes
Produced by Susanne Stanzeleit

Assistant engineers
Alex Gettinby & Joanna Downing

Cover photograph
Guy Mayer

Photograph of Pedro Valls on page 2
Photo studio (circa 1920) 

donated by the family Valls.
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www.meridian-records.co.uk
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CDE 84604 TT 63’00”

A Natural Sound Recording

bLC 13637 MCPS

.[ ]1 Gran introducció i tarantel la 5:57
[ ]2 III. Fantasia para Contrabajo ‘Homenaje a Bottesini’ 13:39
[ ]3 II. Fantasia para Contrabajo 11:33

Colección de cuatro juguetes para contrabajo y piano
[ ]4 Soledad "Capricho Andaluz" 4:49
[ ]5 Minuetto 4:17
[ ]6 Aromas del bosque, "Capricho gavotta" 3:47
[ ]7 El Canto de la vieja, "Catalanesca" 2:19

[ ]8 Romança 3:55

Suite Andaluza
[ ]9 Serenata 3:29

[ ]10 Polo gitano 2:59
[ ]11 Saeta 4:01
[ ]12 Zapateado 2:29

Pedro Valls 
Music for Double Bass and Piano

Leon Bosch - Double Bass     

Sung-Suk Kang - Piano
Piano - Bösendorfer 280 Concert Grand

Piano Technician: Dafydd James


